APPENDIX A: CORRESPONDENCE AND REFERENCE COLLECTIONS

R.W.J. Collections

Correspondence

The correspondence used for this study has been placed in nine archival boxes, classified into separate numbered files by the person’s name and inserted into numbered sleeves. There is substantial crossover between the correspondence of many of the listed people in the collections, and names in some instances have had to be combined in the listings given below. Some files contain material from people with whom I did not correspond directly—notably, John Gunther, J.K. Murray, Marie Reay, Nancy White and F.W. Williams. The archival boxes, which are referred to as the ‘R.W.J. Collections’ in the reference list at the end of the book, will be offered for donation to the National Library of Australia.


Collection 33A, A–G:
1. Cyril S. Belshaw
2. Peter V. Best and Gerry Bellis
3. Robert W. Blaikie
4. Alan Boag
5. Patricia M. Durdin (Sister Patience)
6. Philippa Earl and Athol James
7. General correspondence: mostly single items mainly from several otherwise listed people
8. John T. Gunther

Collection 33B, H–Mars:
1. Maxwell R. Hays
2. Jean Henderson
3. Maclaren J. Hiari
4. Nancy E. Johnstone
5. Frederick P.C. Kaad
6. Marjorie Kleckham, Betty Forster, Fred Kleckham Jr, Connie Morris, and Grainger Morris
7. Muriel L. Larner
8. Geoff Littler
9. David R.M. Marsh

Collection 33C, Mart–Z:
1. Desmond J. Martin
2. Harry T. and Ivane Plant
3. Betty and Robert G. Porter and Elsie Manley
4. Paul J. Quinlivan
5. Marie Reay and several others who corresponded on her life: Paula Brown Glick, Geoffrey Gray, Robin Hide, Francesca Merlan, May Stinear, Karina Taylor, Judith Wilson and Michael Young
6. Rhonwen Searle, Ray Kendall and Mary Rose Hermansen
7. Dorothy E. Shaw
8. Pamela Virtue
9. Nancy H. White
10. Bernard Woiwod and Kathleen Hirst
Collection 36A: General Correspondence 2017–19, A–I:
Italicised names refer to composite collections of correspondence

- Bryant Allen—see Robin Hide
- ANU General (including PAMBU)—also Nancy White
- Ira Bashkow
- Jenny Bellamy—see Ken Granger
- Alexander Belousov
- Ivan F. Champion
- Brian Cook—see Robyn Kienzle
- Hugh L. Davies
- Betty Forster—see Fred Kleckham Junior
- Ken Granger—also Jenny Bellamy, Mike Lean, Gael McAlpine, Bryan Ruxton and Kay Thorp
- Jason Gwilt
- Jan Hasselberg—see Robin Hide and Michael Young
- Robin Hide—also Bryant Allen, Jan Hasselberg, Sharryl Ivahupa, J.K. Murray and G.W. Trompf
- Sharryl Ivahupa—see Robin Hide

Collection 36B: General Correspondence, J–Y:

- Karl James
- Johnston family (Elin)—also Peter Milburn
- Robyn Kienzle—also Brian Cook
- Fred Kleckham Junior—also Betty Forster
- Bud and Marlys Larsen
- Mike Lean—see Ken Granger
- Gael McAlpine—see Ken Granger
- Peter Milburn—see Johnston family
- Drusilla Modjeska
- J.K. Murray—see Robin Hide
- Janice Newton
- Bryan Ruxton—see Ken Granger
- Steve Saunders
- Peter and Rhonwen Searle
• Victoria Stead
• Kay Thorp—see Ken Granger
• G.W. Trompf—see Robin Hide
• Pamela Virtue
• Nancy White—see ANU General
• F.E. Williams—see Michael Young
• Michael Young—also Jan Hasselberg and F.E. Williams

Other material

Collection 7: G.A.M. Taylor Documents A: 1950–63 and G.A.M. Taylor Documents B: 1967–2014. This collection has already been donated to, and accepted by, the National Library of Australia. Its contents have also been digitised for the RVO-IMS, and many of them have been microfilmed by PAMBU-ANU.

The following four collections will be offered to the National Library of Australia:

• Collection 25: RVO Staff Members and PNG Artists: Memoirs, Careers and Recollections.
• Collection 29: National Archives of Papua New Guinea: Notes and Copies of Folios on TPNG Files.
• Collection 34: Reports and Selected Folios of National Archives of Australia Files.
• Collection 35: Photographs and CD-ROMs/DVDs relating to the Lamington eruption of 1951.